
Freedom Is a constant
struggle
Angela Y. Davis ; edited by Frank Barat.

In these newly collected essays,
interviews, and speeches, world-renowned
activist and scholar Angela Y. Davis
illuminates the connections between
struggles against state violence and

oppression throughout history and around the world.

Howard zinn's southern
diary [electronic resource] :
Sit-ins, civil rights, and black
women's student activism.
Cohen, Robert.

The talk : conversations
about race, love & truth
Thirty diverse and award-winning authors
and illustrators capture frank discussions
about racism, identity, and self-esteem

Just ask! : be different, be
brave, be you
Sotomayor, Sonia, 1954- author.

The black Calhouns
Gail Lumet Buckley.

Soledad brother [electronic
resource] : The prison
letters of george jackson.
Jackson, George.

A collection of Jackson's letters from
prison, Soledad Brother is an outspoken
condemnation of the racism of white
America and a powerful appraisal of the

prison system that failed to break his spirit but eventually
took his life. Jackson's letters make palpable the intense
feelings of anger and reb...
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Daughter of the boycott :
carrying on a Montgomery
family's civil rights legacy
Houston, Karen Gray, 1951- author.

Award-winning broadcast journalist Karen
Gray Houston tells the story of the key
roles played by her father, Thomas Gray,
and her uncle, Fred D. Gray, in the historic

Montgomery bus boycott, the action that kick-started the
civil rights movement.

Challenging the mississippi
firebombers [electronic
resource] : Memories of
mississippi 1964-65.
Dann, Jim.

Conviction : the murder trial
that powered Thurgood
Marshall's fight for civil
rights
Nicks, Denver, author.

On New Year's Eve, 1939, a horrific triple
murder occurred in rural Oklahoma. Within
a matter of days, investigators identified

several suspects: convicts who had been at a craps game
with one of the victims the night before. Also at the craps
game was a young black farmer named W. D. Lyons. As
ange...

White lives matter most
[electronic resource] : And
other "little" white lies.
Meyer, Matt.
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